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Jerry Scribner Masterclass: 
• Earned over $2,000,000  
• Only person in history of company to win BOTH top awards 
• You’ll learn how “tiny questions” changes everything [prospects promptly demand information] 
• You’ll get dozens of “tiny questions” and suddenly be recruiting without fear or rejection today 

 
Find out more about Jerry at https://jerryscribner.wordpress.com/  
 
Jerry Scribner knows the value of personal development. As a young man growing up in central Michigan he wanted more 
than anything to be a professional athlete. Jerry dreamed of playing for his beloved Detroit Tigers, Lions, or Pistons and 
becoming a champion. Jerry had a lot of heart, he refused to give up, but normal talent. His sports career ended in high 
school. Always the dreamer, he set out to be a millionaire by age 30, it didn’t happen. So Jerry went to college at age 31 
and entered corporate America. Over the years his dreams diminished and he “settled” for an average job, home, debts, 
and life. 
  
In 2007 a friend asked Jerry to watch a short online video regarding network marketing. It made sense and Jerry launched 
his business on a spare time basis. The first thing his friend did was send him a personal development CD by Jim Rohn. 
That single act of kindness propelled Jerry to seek his own journey of personal responsibility. Jerry became a devout reader 
of personal development books. He was always listening to CD’s in his car that would teach him how to be a better person 
and he decided to associate with the kind of people he longed to be. Jerry has been blessed to have met many great people 
who have become a part of his networking business. 

Because of the success of the people in his networking “community”, Jerry and his wife Monica and their two daughters, 
have lived a blessed life. His “purpose” is to help families totally eliminate debt from their lives. “We had serious economic 
needs when we found our Networking business,” Jerry says. Jerry considers himself a “normal guy” who focused on 
studying the success of others. Today he continues to build his networking “community” and teaches people how to get rid 
of debt and the personal development principles that have enriched his life. You can reach him by Clicking Here! 
 

Transcribed Masterclass 

Mark Januszewski:  

Aloha, and welcome back to this segment of the Recruiting and Duplicating Mastery Summit,  and today, it’s really a 
pleasure to be working with someone who I actually met about, I’m going to say, about eight or nine years ago or even 
further back. I hooked up with Jerry Scribner when we were first learning some skills in how to talk to people, and we kind of 
connected on some really clunky technology, way back when. And what’s really interesting about saying ‘Aloha’ to Jerry is 
he actually made his first trip with his beautiful wife to the Hawaiian Islands. Did you have a good time, Jerry? Did you enjoy 
Hawaii at all? 
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Jerry Scribner: 

It was fabulous, Mark. We were able to visit three different islands. We were there for twelve days and we had our 30th 
anniversary in January of this year, and in front of about 150 of our best friends, we renewed our vows in Maui, so it was a 
special trip. 

Mark Januszewski: 

Oh, that’s fantastic, that’s fantastic. It’s funny, Jerry was joking with me before. I asked him how his trip to Hawaii was and 
he said it’s the worst trip he’s ever had in his life, but he couldn’t keep a straight face. So, let me tell you a little bit about 
Jerry. He’s going to share some recruiting ideas with you today that I think are profound. But basically, Jerry’s been with 
Stream for about ten years and is in the $2 million range, and has not had his life completely out of balance. He’s making 
great money, but he also has the time to enjoy his life and take care of his relationships.  

A 30-year marriage plus a successful network marketing career, that’s pretty rare right there. Because a lot of us, I think, in 
network marketing we can get a little out of balance. And the thing I’ve always admired about Jerry, he’s actually proof that 
nice guys don’t finish last, they finish first. He takes care of first things first, relationships are really important to him.  

And the proof is really factual here, it’s not a subjective thing I’m sharing with you. In over 400,000 reps that they have at 
Stream, Jerry has won, they have two major awards, the Diane Davis Spirit Award, and the Assist Award for Helping Other 
People Become Successful and Jerry is the only person in the history of that company to win both Awards. Obviously, we all 
start in the same place, Jerry. We start with a group of zero, and I think the big thing is getting people in the business, which 
is the recruiting part, and of course the duplicating part, and I think you’re really an expert at sharing how you get the 
recruiting cycle started. So, what have you found is most effective for you? What do you actually teach your people so that 
they don’t get beat up and that they can get positive results, because that’s really important early, that you get them the first 
victories? 

Jerry Scribner: 

Absolutely. And let me first say, Mark, thank you so much. I’m just thrilled and honored to be a part of this. I spoke in 
Philadelphia the other day, and I share this with everybody when I talk to them about our profession and I ask a general 
question, and the question goes like this: So, what is the purpose of a business? And I’ll typically hear two responses, to 
make money and to turn a profit. And I say, those are great answers, but I personally don’t believe that’s the purpose of a 
business. I believe the purpose of every business is to solve a problem. The hotel I stayed in last week doesn’t exist if I 
didn’t have a problem, needing a place to sleep when I’m away from home. Zoom has solved a problem, allowing us to 
communicate when we’re eight hours away from each other, so I believe that if we solve people’s problems, that the money 
and the profit just naturally follows.  

And today, in society in America, especially, most families have two major problems. One, they’ve got too much debt. That’s 
exactly where I was 11 years ago. Number two, they don’t have enough set aside for their older years, for retirement. I had 
nothing, not a dime, set aside 10 years ago. 

So, what I teach people right out of the gate is, let’s use what we call Tiny Questions to make people think about what it 
would be like to get out of debt. How would it feel to be totally debt free? What would it be like to have more money set 
aside for retirement? Or to help with aging parents, or with kids and student loan debt, and those kinds of things, and then, if 
we will focus on solving problems, and quit selling, that people will be very receptive to what we have to offer. It’s always 
been my approach that quit selling the business, because the truth is, they don’t care about our company, they don’t care 
about us, they don’t care about our products and services, they care about what’s in it for me. And if I can find out that that 
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person, let’s just say, has credit card debt, which is a very normal problem for most Americans, then I can offer my business 
as a possible, not the solution, a solution to that problem. And, if I…  

What I found, in my first six months or so, I was selling my business. I was really probably offensive, because I didn’t have 
the skills, and I would try to convince and sell, and all of that, and then a friend of mine, my mentor, sat me down one day. 
He had me show him my “presentation” and he asked me a simple question when it was done. He said, “Hey, that’s a really 
nice presentation, but do you ever hear this comment after you’re finished? ‘That really looks great, I think you’re going to 
make lots of money, but it’s not for me.’” And I said, “I hear that all the time. How did you know that?” He said, “I can just tell 
that you get that all the time.” And I was frustrated because that’s when he told me about start solving problems and quit 
selling and it was really ironic because I said to this person, you talk to people, they want what you have product-wise, they 
want what you have lifestyle-wise, to make money and to save money, and they say “No.” And he asked me a simple 
question. He said, “So, what are you doing to talk them out of it?” “Talk them out of it? I’m trying to talk them into it!” He said, 
“Therein lies your first problem. When you quit selling and you discover that you’re in the problem-solving business, and you 
start solving people’s problems, your business will turn around.”  

And, I knew, at that moment, that this gentleman knew a whole lot more than I knew, and that I was going to become his 
master student. And I started following some of the skills that he taught me, and I really focused on being a servant leader 
and solving people’s problems. Doesn’t mean that everybody joined, it didn’t mean that everybody became a customer. But 
what it did mean is that they knew I was trying to help them solve a problem, so that if they were…if today wasn’t the right 
time for them, that three months, six months, three years, six years later, we still had a good relationship, to where, if they 
finally got fed up with life as it was, then they knew that they could contact me. I wasn’t going to beat them up and I wasn’t 
hounding them over all that time, that maybe this guy still has a solution to our problem.  

So, I like to teach people right away that to have the right mindset. And this is what I mean by mindset. So many people get 
into our profession and they believe that in the first 30, 60, 90 days if they’re not making a check, a full-time check, that this 
thing simply doesn’t work. Well, obviously, nothing could be further from the truth. I tell everyone, you can have a nice 
passive income three to five years of diligent effort. Three to five years, not three to five days, three to five months. So, I get 
them in the mindset that, just because you speak to someone today, and you offer a solution, and they say “No” for now, 
doesn’t mean that somewhere down the road they won’t join your team. I’ve had, I cannot tell you, how many people that 
have joined my team six, seven, eight years after I talked to them. And I always share this about mindset. Thank goodness I 
stuck around and I’m still in business, so that those people I spoke to all those years ago could come back to me and join 
my team now that I’m at a different position in the company and it actually makes me more money.  

So, we want to get people a check as soon as possible. It’s kind of like proof that hey, this thing actually works. But then we 
get them focused on some simple habits of listening to the right stuff. I try to get everybody on our team, every morning, 
most folks have jobs, so as they’re getting ready for work, it takes absolutely no skill level to put an audio in as you’re taking 
a shower, brushing your teeth, getting ready for work, and to listen to 10,15, 20 minutes of a good audio to get your day 
started right. And then, we say, hey, you want to meet at least one new person a day and use a tiny question, or ask a tiny 
question of at least one person a day. So, that they’re developing this muscle, if you will, of meeting new people, talking to 
people. I’ve got a young lady on my team in New Jersey that I was with this past week that, she had a full-time job and three 
little boys, and she got laid off two weeks ago, about $60,000 a year. Well, she had kind of been inactive in our business, 
and all of a sudden, life changed and she was ready to get serious about our business, and she said, “Jerry, what do I do 
first?” I said, “Michelle, let’s learn a few tiny questions.” And this was really funny, so I taught these to her last week, and 
over the weekend she was going to use a few tiny questions on people that she ran into and today I talked to her, and I 
said, “How did it go?” She goes, “It was actually pretty awkward.” And I said, “Good, I’m so glad you said that, because if it 
wasn’t awkward, you’d be like the freak of nature, because it’s awkward for all of us. But if you’ll continue to practice those 
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skills each and every day for the next three to five years, you’ll become so good at it that it will just be second nature, I think, 
like it is for me today.” 

So getting people started with, again, the right audios, the right books, hanging out with the right people, I think these are 
traditional things in our profession that are taught everywhere so I point them in that direction. The other thing I do is I do my 
best to get a new person to contact every person above them in their upline, if you will, to reach out to them by phone and to 
say, “Hey, this is Jerry. I just joined your business, I’m on your team. I was sponsored by Mark, but I notice that you’re about 
four or five levels above Mark and I wanted you to know that I’m looking forward to building this business, and can I count 
on you for your help? Can I call you when I need help?” And I’m teaching these people to go upline and contact each 
person, and what it does, really it’s for them, but it’s more for the upline than it is for the new associate, for the new 
distributor. Because, imagine if you’re in the business and you’ve got people calling you every month saying, “Hey, I just 
joined your team, and I’m looking for your help.” What a great problem to have. So, it works both ways. So we do that, right 
out of the gate, and get them connected. But I don’t want to overwhelm folks. I don’t know why, but it seems like when 
people join our business, immediately, life happens and they’re detracted. So, we try to get them a check right away. We 
plug them in, I do a Zoom online meeting every Monday night. We try to get them plugged into that. And the one thing, 
Mark, I think I’ve been known for in our company, and in our profession circles, and this is probably crazy, but I literally call 
every single person that joins my business. I don’t care where they fall in my business. When I get a text message that 
says, “Adam just joined,” immediately, if I can hit that number and call him, I’m going to welcome him to our team, I’m going 
to welcome her to our team, I’m going to let them know who I am and that I’m available for them, so that they don’t feel--it’s 
really funny because I will get calls from their sponsors saying, “Hey, Adam, Amy said you just called them, and boy, they 
were really impressed to hear from you and it really made an impact on them.”  

And I try to teach that throughout our entire team, to reach out to those new people, because I think I’ve heard it said that 
when people join networking, that first day is their highest level of excitement but it’s also their lowest level of skills and their 
highest level of anxiety. Is this thing really going to work? Do you have the skills to take me to where I want to go? And I 
want to let them know that yes, this will work, and yes, we do have the skills to get you there. It’s just that if you’ll plug in, 
you’ll have a better chance. No guarantees, because it is an opportunity, not the opportunity. It is a solution, not the 
solution. So… 

Mark Januszewski: 

So, what you’re doing here, one of the books that I like, I really found that it’s a Mother-lode book, is a book called The 
Speed of Trust. Covey’s Seven Habits and all that, it’s nice stuff and all that, it’s good to listen to and everything, but really it 
was his book, The Speed of Trust, that kind of unlocked that. So, I just want to ask you a question, because it feels like 
that’s what you’re doing. What it talks about in The Speed of Trust is that it’s… they have to trust you, and while trust needs 
to be earned, you can accelerate the speed at which people trust you and the fastest way to build trust, and it feels like this 
is what you’re doing, is by you reaching out to these people, let’s say Harriet, who’s 12 levels down, or six levels down or 
something. When the people in between hear that you did that, they start to understand that you actually have an authentic 
interest in the whole team, not your paycheck. And as a result of that, that trickles back through. The additional adding into 
getting them introduced to the upline is you’re expanding the resources that are available, while simultaneously motivating 
the upline. I always say, “Don’t wait for your upline to motivate you. Why don’t you motivate them by telling them hey, I’m in 
the business, I want to build this thing and I’m happy.” 

So, it feels like what you are doing is creating a community, and getting people connected. And, at the same time, showing 
by example that you’re doing it too, you’re not telling them to do it. Is that basically what you’re trying to do, is create this 
culture of connection and trust? 

Jerry Scribner: 
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Absolutely. Again, when they join, when a new person joins, there’s probably a lot of disbelief there. I can tell you there was 
for me. I didn’t believe these people would actually send me a check, and a week later they did, and I was like, “Wow! OK, 
maybe this thing really will work”. But to hear from somebody that has been successful, and when I call them, I welcome 
them to our team, but that’s about the rest of it as far as the business goes. In fact, I had a call like this this morning with a 
gentleman that had joined our team. And the call basically went with, “Well, Derek, tell me about yourself, what do you do 
for a living? You married? You got kids?” And we talked for 20 minutes and it was nothing about our business. It was about 
him and his family, and eventually we got around to why he started his business, and how it would feel to accomplish those 
things, and things like that, but that way he knows, people do business with us, you know as well as I do, because they 
know us, or they feel as if they know, like and trust us, and we can build that rapport in a very short period of time. And 
people used to tell me, “How have you had so much success?” I said, “It’s really simple. I know the color of the carpet in 
their living room.” If at all possible, I’m meeting at their home, I’m meeting their friends, and we do a lot of home meetings 
and things like that. So, again, building that trust factor that hey, okay, there’s a guy in this thing, at least one, that’s on my 
side and truly wants to help me. Now, the truth is, that’s just a phone call, and they may still have their doubts about me, I’m 
sure they do. But it gets that first phone call over with so they feel like I can pick up the phone and actually call this guy and 
he’s going to respond, he’s going to answer.  

And I want to build that trust factor, because so many of these people have become lifelong friends, and if my business blew 
up tomorrow, how do you replace all those friendships? You don’t. These are people I’ll be friends with forever. That book is 
a great book, The Speed of Trust. I’ve read it a couple of times. 

Mark Januszewski: 

Yes, the 13 factors. So, here’s the thing. What we’re talking about in this Summit is recruiting and duplicating. And what 
we’ve learned, and you’re hearing it now from another great leader who is really, obviously, the rewards are there, but the 
awards are there noting him as a man of service and caring, and he’s explaining it.  

So, one of the things that I’ve learned from the great minds that are in this summit, and here it is again, so I want to take a 
second to point this out, is that, even though Jerry is going to focus on recruiting and share some of these little questions to 
get the conversation started, you’ll notice what he’s doing first, is thinking about how am I going to duplicate this process. 
Because if you’re not thinking about duplicating while you’re recruiting, and you have them completely separate, then you’re 
going to constantly be recruiting, rather than team building. So, duplicating is really part of the recruiting process if you’re 
going to do it successfully, like Jerry. So you’ve got the person in, you’ve connected them to a few people in the upline, 
you’ve started to establish the relationship and I don’t know if you picked it up, folks, so I’m going to point it out. When he 
says he knows the color of the carpet, eventually, he had the conversation about why they joined the business. I’m sure 
Jerry’s like me, he’s got his own way, but I have folders on everybody, so that I can keep track of what that person’s 
interested in, because that’s really why they’re going to do business.  

So, you’ve started to establish this, and let’s take the gal in New Jersey. She wants to get serious about the business. And 
that’s, the next step is getting her to talk to people, and not getting blown out of the water. Right? Because I agree with you, 
their excitement is high. They’ve got the two voices going on, right? I’m going to make a fortune, I’m going to solve all my 
problems, my family’s going to be better off. What are you, crazy? You’re never going to make it in this business, you’ve 
never done it before. And the one thing I know that, you’ve studied human nature, is when people are stressed out, they 
tend to do the things that they’re familiar with. And ironically, it’s doing the things that they’re familiar with that put them in a 
position where they don’t have enough time and money and so you have to break that cycle and get them some successes 
with some rejection-free recruiting, or getting instant yes’s or getting people to say ‘Yeah, sure, I’ll look’.  

So, walk us through how you get people started that way. What do you actually teach them? What do you like your people 
to learn to say, and then what happens after that?  
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Jerry Scribner: 

Well I believe that if we master the invitation, the rest of it is fairly simple and I was taught to say things to get people to ask 
me for a presentation, rather than the other way around, and when I first heard that, I actually said to this person, “Yeah, 
right, so people just walk up to you and ask you for a presentation?” And he said, “Basically, yes.” And I’m going, okay, 
again, this guy knows a whole lot more than I do, so he started to teach me. Now, when I get people started, I want to teach 
them just a few simple things that they can say that will create enough curiosity to where someone says ‘Really? How does 
that work? Tell me more’. And, one skill, Mark, that I’ve taught—I don’t know if it’s a skill or a technique, that has been very 
successful, and I don’t think it matters what type of company you’re in. No matter what the pay compensation is, because I 
don’t understand, I don’t even understand our compensation plan, let alone everybody else’s. But I call this Drive down, 
Build up. And in fact, this has made me so much money I have rubber bands that say, ‘Drive down Build up’ on them. And I 
give them out as recognition on our team. 

So, I took one person in Pennsylvania and one person in New Jersey, and I specifically worked just with those two people, 
now I’m not in a binary, but I worked with those two people, and in two years, 5,000 people came into our team, 10s of 
thousands of customers. What was really ironic is that the two people I worked with were not the superstars, but they led me 
to superstars. So, it kind of works like this. When I, when I.. let’s say Amy joins my team. Well, immediately, I want to help 
Amy get a check, but more importantly, I want Amy to introduce me to Bob.  

Now, most people, and everybody’s philosophies are different, but most people would think that it’s Amy’s responsibility to 
go train and work with Bob. I don’t feel that way. I look at it this way. This is my business, and I’m going to drop down and 
I’m going to work with Bob. Bob leads me to Cindy. So, I have the same philosophy. I drop down and I work with Cindy. 
Now, all along the way, I’m bringing Bob and Amy with me, to be mentored in the process, to shadow me, but I’m down here 
focused on Cindy because Bob might have just got started a week ago, and Amy got started a couple of days before he did. 
She leads me to Diane. Well, Diane was the one I was looking for. Diane puts in four or five people and all of a sudden 
there’s 10, 15 people in her group and there’s dozens of customers, and that’s what I call drive down, until I find that runner, 
and now I pour gasoline on Diane and I really work that group, but now I can drive, I can build back up. I can go back up to 
Cindy and say, “Hey, Cindy, you see what Diane’s got going on down there, there’s all this activity, but you can’t get paid 
unless we do one other little thing.” She goes, “What’s that?” I go, “Well, you’ve got to do x. Well, unless you do x you’re 
going to lose money.” And what I’ve learned about people is, they will do more for the fear of loss than the hope of gain. So, 
because of the fear of loss, Cindy will go do whatever she needs to do. Now, the next call goes to Bob. “Hey, Bob, Cindy 
hasn’t done a whole lot, but she led us to that girl Diane. Diane’s got a lot going on.” And I explain to him that he’s not going 
to get paid unless he does this. So, he goes and does it. Then I go back to Amy, and same thing. “Hey, Amy, we knew your 
brother-in-law Bob probably wouldn’t do a whole lot, but he led us to Cindy who led us to Diane. Diane’s got it going on. But 
that’s the good news. The bad news is, you can’t get paid unless you do this little teeny thing over here. How much more 
money do you want to leave on the table?” And she says, “I don’t want to leave any.” And so, now that these people come 
in on the side, guess what Jerry’s doing? Jerry’s building relationships with them, repeating the same drive down, build up 
philosophy to where, with those two people - I sponsored one of them, one came in one my second level, and again, in a 
two-year period, 5,000 people joined that team just straight down that group. 

Mark Januszewski: 

So, basically, what you’re doing, okay, and I love this idea. I call it something else when I was doing it and I don’t know if I 
learned it from you, or Tom or whatever, it doesn’t matter because basically what Jerry’s doing is he’s not abandoning these 
other people to find Diane and then just running with Diane, which is how some people work, and it’s a big mistake. What 
you’re doing is building equity under those two or three people that aren’t really assertive yet. You’re building equity 
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underneath them, and then going back and showing them what they’re leaving on the table, and then getting introduced to 
more people through them. 

 

Jerry Scribner: 

I look at it this way, Mark. I mean, as a construction worker, yes, I’m a blue personality, I like having fun and I like to talk, but 
it may be hard to believe but I’m pretty shy. And for me to start conversations is a little awkward. So, I discovered very 
quickly that it was easier for me to make friends with the friends of others than to go out and meet new people. So, I’ll give 
you an example. Tonight, I’m doing a home meeting at Christy’s house. Well, Christy was sponsored by Ricky, who was 
sponsored by Gerry, who was sponsored by a guy named Rick. And I sponsored Rick. Well, Ricky, Gerry and Rick are all 
encouraged and invited to be at Christy’s home meeting. That way, we’re building culture as well, of that team, so that 
whenever any of these people have a home meeting, that entire group is invited and encouraged to be there, to bring a 
guest. First of all, it fills up a home very quickly. So, even if there’s only one guest there, well “Wow, look at all these people. 
Something must be happening”. But more importantly, it builds the culture, and Christy sees that not only does she have 
me, but she’s got her sponsor, Rick, and then Gerry and his sponsor, Rick. So it builds a really cool team community, 
culture, whatever you want to call it, and we just have a lot of fun with it. 

Mark Januszewski: 

Well, this critical thing here is that you’ve figured out a long time ago that if you bring Sue into the business, and Sue goes 
and sponsors Ted, she doesn’t know how to get him started. She doesn’t know how to teach him how to have that initial 
conversation. So you’re seeing here, again, Jerry’s here to talk about recruiting, and what he’s doing is he’s always thinking 
about how’s it going to duplicate, and he’s not leaving it to chance. He’s working downline hands on with these people, 
showing them what to do, and of course, Ricky sees it 7,8,9 times, and Ricky’s a red, and he’s saying, “I can do it better 
than Jerry.” And so, you hand him the marker and say, “Great, I’ll come and watch you next time.” And a little tear rolls down 
your cheek because a leader’s born, right? 

Jerry Scribner: 

That’s right. 

Mark Januszewski: 

All right, so we’ve got that part. You’re sort of working three, four, five, six levels down until you find the runner. And you’re 
going to run with the runner, but invite the other people so they can look at it, and you’re not abandoning them, you’re 
building equity underneath them, and then you go back and have leverage with them. But each one of these people has to 
start the conversation. So how do you teach people to actually recruit? What do you actually teach people initially, so that 
they do get asked for a presentation so people do say, “What do you mean?” or “How does that work?”  because I think that 
I know when I first learned a couple of the skills, I didn’t know what to do, so I went right back into doing what I normally did 
which was talking about the plan, the product, or the company. I was so shocked when people were saying, “Yes,” or “Tell 
me more”. What do you teach a new person to say and do initially, so that they will have people at the meeting, so that they 
can get people on the phone with you? How do you share, how do you teach them to share that idea of opening it up so that 
this person shares their problem and then they can offer that solution? 

Jerry Scribner: 

Great question. One thing I like to do if they’re local, is I love to take people out to eat, and here’s what I’ve discovered. With 
every wait person, I don’t care, waitress or waiter, that waits on us, and I did this two or three times last week with 
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distributors on my company that were with me, I ask a very simple question. “Hey, Susie, I’m just curious, are you working 
your way through college?” And Mark, I don’t care how old she is, I ask that question, “Are you working your way through 
college?” And they’ll say, “Yes” or “No.” If they say, “Yes,” it’s “Well what are you studying?” And I did this last week with a 
young lady and she goes, “I’m studying physical therapy.” “Really? Where are you going to school?” And we talked about it. 
And then I asked a simple question. “Hey, I’m just curious, when you graduate, will you have student loan debt?” Literally, 
her head kicked back, her eyes rolled up, and she says, “Oh, my gosh, you have no idea.” And I turned to my new 
distributor, and I said, “Well Amy, my friend John is an expert at teaching people your age how to graduate without the 
student loan debt. The two of you probably need to connect.” And she goes, “Do you have a phone number? Do you have a 
card?” And my new distributor’s not expecting this to happen, they’re like “Wow! What just took place?”  

So, what I did is I found her problem, and I offered a solution, but I turned it over to my new distributor because again, 
talking about duplication, I wanted to teach that person what he could do with his new distributors by taking them out and 
showing them what to do and handing it off to their new distributors. And they get it very quickly. I was at a … 

Mark Januszewski: 

So, let me ask you this. So that’s if they say, “Yes” and they’re in college. What if they say “No”? 

Jerry Scribner: 

If they say, “No,” I’ll say something like, “So, is this your full-time job?” And it’ll be “Yes” or “No.” If it’s “No, I do x full-time”, 
now I know they got a problem. They’re working two jobs because they don’t have enough money. And nobody wants to 
have two jobs. So, in that conversation, I might end up, we’ll talk about that, but I might end up by saying, “Hey! Would it be 
okay if you could drop one of the jobs but still get the paycheck?” “Oh, it’d be great. How do you do that?” “Well, my friend 
here, Mark, is an expert at teaching people how to do that. The two of you probably need to swap information.”  

So, it doesn’t matter if they’re going to school or if they’re not. I know last week I had a lady wait on me at a restaurant in 
Pennsylvania, and I simply said to her, in front of one of my distributors, I said, her name was Christy, I said, “Christy, I’m 
just curious. Do you like working on your feet all day?” And her head kicks back, she rolls her eyes, she goes, “Gosh no.” I 
said, “Would it be okay if you didn’t have to work on your feet but could still get a full-time paycheck?” “Absolutely, how 
could I do that?” And then I connected the two. So that’s one thing I do immediately with a new distributor, if they’re local 
and if I can take them out to eat, I like to do that. And it gives me a chance… 

Mark Januszewski: 

Let’s stay with the same thing here. And you’re by yourself. I hope people are getting, Jerry’s not recruiting in front of 
people, he’s teaching people and handing it off. Keep pushing it downline, keep pushing it downline. Because what he’s 
doing, he’s not only teaching them to recruit, but he’s teaching them to do the right thing and be generous with your 
knowledge with your new distributors and turn the lead over to them rather than keep it for yourself. I hope you’re picking up 
the ethics of this man, they’re legendary.  

But you’re there, and the waitress says, “Oh no, I don’t like working on my feet all day. What do you got, or how do I do 
that?” So, if I’m by myself, or this new distributor’s by themself, what directions do you go in there?  

Jerry Scribner: 

Well, I’ll give you a great example. So, last week I’m staying at a hotel outside of Philadelphia, and I checked in about 
midnight and there were two people at the desk, a guy and a lady. When I checked out in the morning, the guy was still 
there. His name was Devon. I just simply said to Devon, “You’re still here?” Silly question because I knew he turned an all-
nighter. And he goes, “Yes. Man, these all-nighters are rough.” I go, “Gosh, I can’t imagine. I bet you’re tired.” He goes, “Oh, 
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I’m ready to go home and go to bed.” And I simply turned to him, Mark and I said this, “Devon, there’s a better way.” 
“Really? What?” I said, “Well, have you been looking for a better way?” “Well no, but if I found one, I’d sure take it.” And I 
have a standard thing I say, “Hey, I can’t make you any promises, but I may have a solution. And I hand them my phone. I 
say, “Put your name and number in there and I’ll reach out to you.” 

Mark Januszewski: 

Okay, say that again. You hand them what? 

Jerry Scribner: 

I hand them my phone. 

Mark Januszewski: 

And you say… 

Jerry Scribner: 

I go, I open up my contacts, I go, “Put your name and number in there. I’ll reach out to you in a day or two. I’ll text you first, 
and I’ll fill you in on the details.” Now, if they have time, I’m going to drop the two-minute story on them and I find about - at 
least 50% of the time, I’m able to share the two-minute story. And it just works like clockwork. I love the two-minute story, it’s 
made me a lot of money. So,… 

Mark Januszewski: 

So, tell us the two-minute story. I’ll go play with you. 

Jerry Scribner: 

Hey, Mark, I’ve got a great story. It takes about two minutes. It might make you a lot of money, it might not. It might pay off 
those credit cards, it might not. It might get you off your feet, it might not. It might pay for your college education, it might 
not. Would you like to hear it? 

Mark Januszewski: 

Right, so you’re going to use whatever they told you their problem was there. 

Jerry Scribner: 

Yes, because it’s all about them and nothing about me. 

Mark Januszewski: 

Okay, so we’ll say I’m the clerk, I’m the night clerk. So you said, hey I’ve got a great story, why don’t you go through it and 
we’ll talk about me being on my feet. I’m that night clerk. 

Jerry Scribner: 

So, Mark, I’ve got a great story. Takes about two minutes. It might get you off your feet, might not. Would you like to hear it? 

Mark Januszewski: 

Yes. Yes, I’ve got two minutes. 
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Jerry Scribner: 

Great. So, would it be okay if you could fire your boss and never go to work again? 

Mark Januszewski: 

I’m listening. You’ve got my attention. 

Jerry Scribner: 

I don’t need to know specifics, but how much would you need per month just to cover your basic expenses so that you could 
fire the boss and not show up to work on Monday? Not like you won the Lotto, but just to pay your bills? 

Mark Januszewski: 

Around three thousand. 

Jerry Scribner: 

Awesome. Three thousand dollars. So, you know how everybody gets an electricity bill? 

Mark Januszewski: 

Yes. 

Jerry Scribner: 

You know how everybody gets a cell phone bill? 

Mark Januszewski: 

Yes. 

Jerry Scribner: 

Well, there’s a company called Stream that teaches people how to go online, fill out a simple one-page form in about four 
minutes, and pay less, take a discount for their electricity, their natural gas and their wireless. So, to make $3000 a month 
so you could fire the boss and not show up to work anymore, what you’d have to do is help 15 people fill out that simple 
one-page form, and then find 10 to 15 others just like yourself, that feel just like you do, that would love to fire their boss, sell 
their alarm clock to their neighbor, and teach them how to do the same. Now the problem, Mark, is that you don’t know how 
to find those people, you don’t know what to teach them, but you could learn. You learned how to drive a car, you learned 
how to do your current job, and you could certainly learn a simple system if it allowed you to fire the boss and do whatever 
you want to do the rest of your life, so what would be easier for you? Working nights, being on your feet all day, going home 
tired, for the next 20 years, or to learn a simple system, knock it out in three to five years, and do whatever you want to do 
the rest of your life? 

Mark Januszewski: 

What would that entail? What would be the next step here? 

Jerry Scribner: 

They’ll always say plan B, they always say simple system, and I simply say, “So, what would you like to know first?” 
Because I keep it all about them, and nothing about me. ‘Cos, what I learned in the past, is I wanted to impress them with 
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what I know about my company and my profession and all about me. And they didn’t care about that. So, when I say, “What 
would you like to know first?” it’s very polite, and it puts all of it back on them. And what’s really interesting is, if you examine 
- and I can do the two-minute story for any product. I don’t care if it’s cosmetics, I don’t care if it’s supplements, I could 
create a two-minute story for anything. So, what’s really cool about the two-minute story, couple of things. Number one, it’s 
only two minutes. If we said to somebody, hey, would you prefer a long presentation or a short one? What do you think 
100% of the time they’re going to say? A short one. But in my past, I was the master of the 45 to 60-minute, boring, flip 
chart, fact-filled, nonsense presentation that was literally talking people out of it. Stories, as you know, to the subconscious 
mind, are like crack cocaine. You know, when we were little kids, we didn’t say, hey, Mommy, Daddy, tell me a bedtime flip 
chart, tell me a bedtime spreadsheet. No. We said, tell me a bedtime story. It’s going to take two minutes, it might solve their 
problem, it might not. So, I’ve never had anybody say “No” to the two-minute story. And, through the two-minute story, 
what’s really cool is, the entire story, they are the main character, not me. They chose the dollar amount. Not me. I simply 
showed them what kind of business it is, they chose how much they could earn, and I showed them what they’d have to do 
to earn it. So, to keep me on track, at the end, I simply say, “What would you like to know first?” And here’s what I hear. I 
hear three things. Fifty percent of the time I hear this. “How would I get started?” They literally say, “How would I get 
started,” fifty percent of the time. Now, of the other fifty percent, ninety-five percent of that they’ll say, “What’s the simple 
system?” The five percent, they’ll say, “What does this cost?” So, if they say what’s the simple system, I may draw it out on 
a napkin. Typically, that’s what I do. And I show them how to make a couple of thousand bucks in their first couple of 
months. And that’s typically enough for them. And what I’ll do, when I say “What would you like to know first?” and they say 
“What’s the simple system?”, maybe I draw it out, and at the end, whatever their question is, I’ll answer it by following that 
with “So what would you like to know next?” And I’ll keep saying, “So what would you like to know next?” until they finally 
say, ‘Well, geez, I really don’t have anything else’.  

Well, now comes the sticky part. Uh-oh. Now what? We’re done. How do I close? See, what people don’t understand is 
when you do the two-minute story and you’ve built rapport, you closed like, a minute and 50 seconds ago. And when they 
say that they want choice B, they want the simple plan, understand, they’ve joined your business, subconsciously, mentally. 
So, when they say, I don’t have any other questions, I simply go, “So, what would you like to do next?” And they’ll say, “Get 
started.” or “I need to think about it.” Or “I need to talk to my spouse.” Those are generally the three things I hear all the 
time.  

So I’m really big on teaching our team some simple invitations to get people to say, “Well, how does that work? Tell me 
more?” And then, I focus on teaching them the two-minute story, and the way they learn the two-minute story is, I go with 
them in person, or over the phone, or over Zoom, and I do the two-minute story, so that they can hear me do it, they hear 
my responses, they hear the same questions over and over, and it’s just a very, very effective way, at least for me, to share 
the business very quickly to find out if they truly have an interest or not. And it’s been so much fun. It’s changed my entire 
career. The first six to nine months, I was probably like most networkers. I was wearing people out with all the facts and the 
figures, and showing them videos and all that kind of stuff where I find it ironic, if somebody wants to know what you’re 
doing, what are you going to do? Pull out a laptop and show them a video while you’re standing in line at Starbucks? No, 
but I can go, “Hey, I’ve got a great story, it takes about two minutes. Might get your kids through college, it might not. Would 
you like to hear it?” They all say, “Yes.” 

Mark Januszewski: 

Right. Right. 

Jerry Scribner: 
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But that goes back to learning a few skills. Saturday, when I spoke in Philadelphia, I told the general audience, and you 
don’t know this about me, Mark. I’ve never told you this, but I’ve always had this crazy, you’re going to laugh when I say it, 
I’ve always had this crazy thing I wanted to do in my life. I always wanted to be a dentist. Isn’t that nuts? 

Mark Januszewski: 

I am laughing. 

Jerry Scribner: 

Construction worker, but I’ve always had this dream to be a dentist. I’ve been so motivated and so excited and I’ve got a 
great attitude about being a dentist. So, you don’t know, but I applied to dental school, they sent me a little kit, they actually 
sent me a drill, but I’ve never worked on a patient. Would you like to be my first one?  

Mark Januszewski: 

No. 

Jerry Scribner: 

And neither would anybody else. So, we can have all the excitement, all the motivation, the great attitude, but if we don’t 
have a skillset, we are doomed to showing videos, and all that other stuff. Now look, I know some people’s training is to 
show videos. And don’t deter from whatever your company teaches you. I just personally don’t believe that people join 
videos. It’s just me. I believe people join people. 

Mark Januszewski: 

Yeah, I agree with you. So, what’s really interesting is, we have people like yourself, $2 million earners the easy way, having 
fun. I mean, it doesn’t take a long time to be around Jerry, like you’ve been around him this amount of time. He’s a happy 
man. And the reason is, he’s built a very successful business, and he hasn’t thrown his life all out of whack with the 15 hour 
days like a lot of network marketers that are doing it the hard way. I agree with you, Jerry, everybody’s pre-qualified. They 
all want to live longer, they all want to make more money, they all want to pay less in taxes and they all want to have more 
time with the people that they care about. Of course, we’ll all live longer, whether it’s a health and nutrition company or not 
is irrelevant. You eliminate stress, your health improves. It’s really that simple. 

So, it’s really all about the skills, and this idea is so validated. Dave and I ran a survey years ago, and then we ran it again, 
and the results were even more slanted, and it’s this simple. We asked people, over 10,000 people, that were looking at 
network marketing, had never done it, or people that had been in network marketing, failed and might try it again. And out of 
the 10,000, we said the most important factor in succeeding in network marketing is, and one choice was the pay plan, one 
was the company, one was the product, one was the skills to market myself, and the other choice was someone showing 
me the skills to market myself. Right? Less than 1% thought it had anything to do with the plan. Less than 1% thought it had 
anything to do with the product, and a whopping 1.2% thought it had something to do with the company. In other words, less 
than 3% of the people, think it’s the plan, product or company,  out of 10,000, has any-thing to do with the plan, product or 
company. What they want to know is the skills to market myself, and that was over 95%, even the prospects know. And the 
way that that happens, and the way you’re doing it, I see it, is you’re building this culture, getting the upline and the downline 
connected, taking a personal interest in people not just to get them to join, but also after they’ve joined, enriching that 
relationship, and then teaching them the skills. And that’s so important, that two-minute story, because that’s why they join 
the business, they join it for what’s in it for them.  
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And if you’re listening to Jerry, what he’s talking about here is solving problems for people. So, let’s go back to this two-
minute story. We’ve got the two-minute story started, obviously, by asking some questions. And the way that you do it, it’s 
not an interrogation, it’s not the dumb questions you and I were taught 10 years,15 years ago. “Do you have 8 to 10 hours a 
week? How much money would you like to make?” “Are you willing to travel out of state?” It’s a conversation. “I’m just 
curious…” And he tries to ask, he’s asking them and he’s trying to teach new people to be observant and ask something 
about what’s going on in their life. And he’s setting up questions, I hope you picked it up, that it doesn’t matter whether it’s 
“Yes, I’m paying my way through college,” or “No, I’m not.” He’s got the shot after that, it’s “Do you do this full-time?” “No, 
it’s a part-time job.” Then they have another job, too. 

So, you’ve told them the two-minute story, “What would you like to know first?” So, the answer to that could be as simple as, 
“Well, the way that we do it is, you just introduce me to people and I’ll show you what to do, over and over again, until you 
feel confident and competent doing it yourself. Would it be okay if I did that for you until you were making $1500 to $2000 a 
month?” So, you’re using, again, duplication is in the back of your mind while you’re recruiting. Is that basically, when you’re 
showing them the system, you’re showing them how they’re going to get the help? 

Jerry Scribner: 

Absolutely, and I can’t say this enough. I’d rather talk to their friends than try to go meet strangers. So, it’s a lot easier to 
have somebody introduce me to somebody they know, because there’s already an instant, like a bond or rapport already 
there. It’s really fascinating. My doctor does this with me, my cardiologist does this with me, my foot surgeon does this with 
me, my Lasik eye surgeon does this with me, and I own some investment property, my real estate attorney does this with 
me. Now, all of these gentlemen are very successful, but I’ll never forget, Mark, what my cardiologist told me, ‘cos when I 
showed this to him..some of you are afraid to talk to those folks that make a lot of money.  

I’ll show you how I approached my cardiologist. I asked him a rhetorical question I knew the answer to. I said, “Hey David, 
I’m just curious. How many doctors have businesses outside of their practice, like brick and mortar, or real estate?” And he 
looked at me, and he goes, “That’s kind of a funny question, but the answer is, all of us.” And I said, “Why is that?” And he 
started dumping on me about how hard it is in medicine, and all the stuff that’s going on in health care. And I said, “Hey, I 
couldn’t make you any promises, but would it be okay if you added another $20,000, $30,000 a year to your 401K?” 
“Absolutely, how do I do that?”  

Now this was back in 2009, and I gave him a dvd. I really wasn’t focused on the two-minute story back then. But I gave him 
a dvd, as bad as that was. And I still found out his problem. As bad as that was, about six weeks later - I didn’t follow up, his 
wife calls me, and says, “Hey, this is Cynthia. David and I want to do that thing with you.” Great. So, when I called him up 
and signed him up, I said, “David, you’re crushing it financially. Why in the world would you do this?” He goes, “Jerry, it’s 
really simple. I’m trading money - time for money just like everybody else. Now, my time may be worth more, because I’m a 
surgeon, but people don’t plan heart attacks. I’m on call 24/7, and the truth is, my wife and kids have a great lifestyle and I 
don’t. And I’m missing seeing my kids grow up, and I want some of my time back.”  

And, what I discovered is, every person that makes a lot of money, they typically like to make more, especially if it’s passive 
income. So that’s a tip for anybody that’s got somebody on their “chicken list” that you’re afraid to talk to, I’ve discovered 
now, they’ve got the same problems, and we may have a solution. 

Mark Januszewski: 

Yes, they have Jean Pierre, from France, did a great piece on that, so if you haven’t seen that, folks, make sure you watch 
Jean-Pierre’s piece because he was a doctor, and I think a lot of us have people that are in, let’s call them 
professional/prestige  type of occupations. It’s almost like they’re in that role and what he suggests is get them out of their 
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office. He said as soon as you get them out of the office, in the coffee shop, at their home over the kitchen table, whatever, 
that role that they have kind of goes away and they get a little more open about the fact, and that’s a great piece of 
information - he does make a lot more per hour, but he’s still swapping his time for money. So, the tiny questions that you 
talked about are really questions to key your distributors and yourself to listen for the problem. Right? 

Jerry Scribner: 

Absolutely. 

Mark Januszewski: 

So, here we are, we’ve got this great little two-minute story that’s fantastic. Obviously, most people are going to say “Well, I 
can listen to it now”, or they’ll give you their contact information. Big take-away I got from you is hand them your phone and 
ask them to put their contact information in, right? Which is just fantastic, it’s just fantastic. Great tip. So, I’m a new 
distributor, and you’ve sort of been through this with me a little bit. What are the one or two things that you really want me to 
take away, in terms of contacting people. The key tips to remember when we’re contacting people. 

Jerry Scribner: 

Absolutely. I will give them word for word some tiny questions, such as, and we can do this on a phone call, we can do it on 
a private message on Facebook, not a general post, we could do it in a text. It could be something as simple as, “Do you 
like making money?” Tiny question. You’re going to get a “yes” 99 out of 100 times. Followed up by, “Would it be okay if you 
got a raise without asking your boss?” “Yes, how do you do that?” So I like to get people, or “Would it be okay if you got an 
extra paycheck every month?” Or I may say this, text this to your friends or call them and ask them this: “Hey, do you hate 
having debt?” Oh my gosh, you have no idea. “Would it be okay if you were debt-free?” That’s a yes, and a yes, and now 
they’re going to be very receptive to something similar to, “Hey, I just found out - I’m not debt free, but I just found out how I 
can start paying off my bills and be debt free in a year or two.” Or “I just found out how to get a raise without asking my 
boss. If you’d ever like to know how, ask me.” And they’ll ask you. 

So, I teach them those simple things, and just to get them in the habit, every day, of asking tiny questions with no agenda. It 
creates the right mindset, that every day I’m going to talk to somebody, I’m going to be working on my business every day, 
and I’m going to get better at it as time goes on. So, I don’t have to teach them the two-minute story right out of the gate. I 
can teach them tiny questions to get them to ask how, and then, I tell them, the worst case is you can always say “Hey, I’ve 
got a friend of mine, he’s my business partner, he’s been very successful, he’s a really fun guy to be around, he’s great to 
work with, I’d love to introduce you to him.” And then, we do a lot of three-way calls, a lot of Zooms, things like that. Very, 
very simple stuff.  

Mark Januszewski: 

Right, so you’re taking pressure off them. They don’t have to learn it all, just get it started. And the two big take-aways I got 
here, besides the wonderful physical tip of hand them the phone and say, “Hey, put your contact information in here,” is 
basically, listen to something every day. It’s mind and method. Dave likes to call it, my wife likes to call it the three m’s, the 
mind, the mechanism, that’s the company you’re with, and by the way, I think it needs to be said, like myself, I know Jerry 
comes from the same school. All that great information about your plan, product, company, that’s so that you feel good 
about what you represent. Doesn’t really belong in the conversation at that point in time, that initial conversation.  

So, the mind, feed the mind something, a little bit every day. The mechanism, that’s the company, and then the method, 
which we like to - you call them the skills, right? The method is just give them a little piece, don’t hit your new distributors 
with a fire hose, and then be there to support them. You’re the one that’s going to tell the two-minute story, and then when 
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they’ve heard it five or six times, they start to pick up the pattern. That’s basically someone who’s recruiting with duplicating 
in mind, and, why wouldn’t you? It’s the point of the business.  

So, I know this from when we first started, way back, and of course, you and I both have been immensely helped by Tom 
‘Big Al’ Schreiter, picked up a lot of skills from him, very generous guy, if you haven’t seen his piece in the Summit, make 
sure you grab that. But basically, let’s say Jerry, right today, you were starting the business brand-new. And you had never 
done network marketing before. But somehow, you had all this knowledge. With all the changes that have taken place over 
the last ten years, people think it’s a lot of changes, but people really pretty much remain the same. So, you’re starting 
today, what are a couple of do’s, one or two do’s or don’ts for somebody that’s maybe been in it a while and hasn’t been 
able to get going, or they’re just getting started, that are viewing this Summit. Your do’s and don’ts, one or two of each, 
would be great. 

Jerry Scribner: 

You bet. Do’s? Plug into your company system. Look, my company, understand, my company is in the energy business and 
the wireless business. I’m not. I’m in the getting a yes decision business. So, I let them take care of all the energy, the 
wireless, all that mess. I’m in the business of solving problems and getting to yes. So, I would tell you, learn from somebody, 
from a mentor, how do people make yes decisions and how do you, what do you say to get to yes. I would learn how to do 
that. It’s funny, Mark, I think most companies do this. I was told in the beginning, if you want to win in this business, just go 
get 100 no’s. I said, “Okay, I’ll just go get 100 no’s.” And then my mentor said to me, “Jerry, if three no’s hurt, why would you 
want 97 more?” And I stopped and said, “He’s right, I don’t like hearing no”. “Why don’t you learn how to get yes?” And then 
our company told us, and I’m not picking on my company, because all companies do this, they said, “Every no gets you 
closer to a ..”it’s not yes, it actually gets you closer to another no, because you don’t know what you’re doing, you don’t 
know what you’re saying. So, I would say, find somebody, a mentor, that has what you want, and learn from them. So, plug 
into your company’s system, learn from those people there that have gone on before you, and follow what they do. They 
wouldn’t be where they’re at if they hadn’t honestly, messed up a lot, and learned through trial and error, and they truly want 
to help you shorten your learning curve by teaching you what they did that didn’t work, and what does work. 

Don’ts, I’ll say this, because this is kind of a pet peeve. Facebook. I use Facebook every day. But you’ll never know that I’m 
in my business via Facebook. What I see, so many people in my Company and in others, I think, sabotaging their business, 
is all the posts on Facebook. It’s like the Chinese water torture. It’s like, “Oh, my goodness, you’ve got to be kidding me”. 
Three, four, five posts a day about their company. To me, it’s just spam, and I tune it out, quickly. And here’s what I’ve 
discovered. That if anybody is posting all their stuff about their company on Facebook, if your friends see it, they’re your 
friends, so they go to Google and they Google in xyz company. And they go, “Oh, it’s nutritional supplements, and it’s direct 
selling network marketing. That’s not for me”. So then, you’ll eventually give them a call, you go “Hey, Mark” and Mark goes, 
“Hey, Jerry, not interested.” “In what?” “That thing you’re doing that you’re always talking about on Facebook.”  

And you sabotage your business.  

Now, I like to use Facebook to post lifestyle. Everybody, I get comments all the time, man you’re on the golf course three 
and four days a week. What in the world do you do for a living. Or you’re in Hawaii, you’re in Cabos, you’re in Israel, you’re 
here, you’re there. What do you do that you get to travel so much? That’s so much more attractive than just pounding them 
with my company. Now, even in my company, I can’t get people to understand that, and they’re still just, the mindless 
Chinese water torture, pounding people with our business all day long. I just choose not to do that. Now, I’ve built huge 
teams via Facebook, but it’s always in private message. Once I’ve created some curiosity and somebody reaches out to me, 
I don’t do anything different online than I do offline. I get to know them, I build rapport, I ask tiny questions. And eventually, if 
they ask me how it would work, then I might say, “You know what, I’ve got a great story. Would it be okay if I give you a 
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call?” And I use the two-minute story, over the phone or on Zoom. So, don’t ruin your business with social media. I know 
some people that’s all they do, and that’s okay, it’s just one guy’s perspective.  

Mark Januszewski: 

Yes, I couldn’t agree with you more. What’s really interesting is we’ve had about 20 of these, and the people that are 
actually making money are pretty much aligned with you 100%, and  they’re talking to people. If we’re going to make some 
money, we need to talk to people, and to create that curiosity, it’s really about taking an interest in them. It’s such a beautiful 
job. I’m so glad you got to Hawaii, man. Tiny questions, two-minute story, and keep it really simple. Remember when you’re 
recruiting, what I’m getting from Jerry like we’ve gotten from so many others, is the real champions in this business, like 
Jerry, the award winners, like Jerry, the multimillion dollar earners, like Jerry, while they’re recruiting, they’re also already 
thinking duplication and getting those people plugged in and working in depth and showing them what to do, rather than 
sending them links.  

Jerry, congratulations on all your success. So gracious with your time. Fantastic piece. And, I didn’t know you played golf. I 
used to play a long time ago. Maybe we could go out and you could give me a stroke or two a hole. 

Jerry Scribner: 

I would love to. I played a lot in Hawaii. I want to end with one thing. So I’m speaking in front of 500 people in Philadelphia 
last Saturday. And I’m sharing with them the story of the night before, we had about 30 of us in our business had dinner at a 
restaurant. And we had two waitresses. One of them walked in the room, she couldn’t have been more than 21, 22 years 
old, and she commanded that room. Just the projection in her voice, her body language, just when she was taking our drink 
orders, I’d go, wow, she has got it together. Now here’s what’s so funny. She’s the one that I said, “Hey, are you working 
your way through school?” “Yes, I’m a physical therapist, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah.” And I handed her my phone, and she 
gave me her number. Now here’s what I said on stage that just cracked everybody up. “Imagine, a 58 year old, white fat guy 
getting a phone number from a 21 year old attractive young lady. I’ve never had anybody not say “yes” to giving me their 
number, because I’ve found a problem, I’ve discovered their problem and I’m offering a possible solution.”  

Mark Januszewski: 

Beautiful. Such a great tip, hand them the phone, it’s so much easier than saying give me your number. Just a great thing, 
because especially the kids, the millennials are so used to doing it, they’re so used to having the finger on the screen, so 
why not give it to them. You’ve got Pavlov going for you, right? Something in my hand? And the finger starts to salivate. 
Anyway, fantastic piece. Congratulations on your awards, your income, but mostly, Jerry, the kind of culture you’ve created 
on your team. Fantastic. Peace! 

Jerry Scribner: See you, brother. 


